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The Last Act

Intro. The Five Mysteries in the Background

Early humans lived on a flat earth entertained
at night by tiny lights in the sky moving in puz-
zling ways. Later they learned that they existed
on the surface of a huge spheroid hanging in
space, and still later discovered that the large hot,
light-giving object daily crossing the sky was
something their planet itself circled. Much later
they learned that this immense hot object was just
one of billions of stars in a swirled structured
galaxy which could be seen as a whole swath of
tiny lights across the sky they called “the milky
way,” so large that travelling in a space ship
186,000 miles per second it would take 100,000
years to cross it. This was hard-won knowledge.
But it was nothing. Less than a century ago—in
my lifetime—humans further discovered that our
enormous galaxy was only one of at least 100 bil-
lion others.

Furthermore this huge reality—no matter how
far away its scattered, distant parts—is appar-
ently made up of a subset of mysteriously struc-
tured tiny atoms which run from the simple to
the very complex, with centers comprised of
some of the strangest realities of all. These atoms,
plus an entirely different kind of reality variously
called radiation, forces and fields—electrical,
magnetic and gravitational—combine in thou-
sands of ways to constitute basic, inert matter,
that is, air, water, fire, sand, rock, mountains,
clouds, thunderstorms, etc. However, most mysti-
fying of all, the majority of our most experienced
astronomers now believe that all of this enor-
mous universe popped out of a very tiny object
about 14 billion years ago, a phenomenon called
the Big Bang. This is all hugely mysterious, a veri-
table bundled of mysteries. But let’s just call it
Mystery One, The Inorganic Universe.

Mystery Two, Life. Additional to all of the
above is the type of living entity that is peering
up at those tiny lights. Those humans which have
been doing the looking represent a whole differ-
ent but equally mysterious reality called the
organic, that is, life forms ranging from phero-
mones and viruses to hippopotamuses—objects
while composed out of the inorganic, constitute a
radically different, second, reality. The inorganic
is like a piano. The organic is as different from it
as the music that can be played on the piano. The
music depends on the piano but the piano does
not depend on the music. And, can you believe it,

all the objects in the entire organic world also
derive from something very small—each in a
reaction which could be called the Little Bang—
namely microscopic specks incorporating billions
of coded molecules which predict the form of life
that will develop from each such speck. For
example, every human being, without exception,
has developed out of a very tiny speck called a
zygote. Create the zygote and you have created the
human.

Furthermore, the very appearance on this
planet of this phenomenon I have called the Little
Bang is quite  mysterious—even the very smallest
and “simplest” forms of life being incredibly
complex, and so far as is known, to be found on
no other planet. While astronomical reality is
enormously larger but mainly so far away as to
be difficult to study, microscopic reality is much
closer but so tiny as to be difficult to study. How-
ever, whether scientists try to peer into the
nucleus of an atom in the inorganic world, or into
the nature of tiny pre-embryonic life in the
organic world, they have come to no consensus
whatsoever about origins, that is, where these
things came from. Yes, once in existence, both
astronomical reality and microscopic reality can
be watched in ongoing development, tracked and
predicted to some extent, but absolute origins are
still absolutely mysterious.

You might say that scientists have no consen-
sus about absolute origins , unless it is not to
think about them. Even the most widely held con-
clusion of scientists, the supposed phenomenon
of unaided, unguided, random evolution of life,
is by no means universally accepted. In actual
fact, the lengthy development of life forms may
be more parallel to the 20th century development
of the automobile, an evolution of a sort involv-
ing thousands of intelligent inputs at every
moment in that century-long process.

Something only recently discovered is that
long before the appearance of human beings, the
record of the development of life suddenly burst
into new complexity and for the first time preda-
tory forms of life—at every level from, bacteria to
dinosaurs. It is possible to speculate that if God
was employing thousands of intelligent, angelic
beings to elaborate and develop life, and if one of
the leaders of those intelligent beings were to
have turned against Him, would that not explain
the sudden presence of life-destroying forms of
life in the Cambrian period?

A Third Mystery looms into view as soon as
we go from the common denominators of all life
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to notice the very significant difference between
animal life in general and that particular form of
animal life, homo sapiens sapiens—the one which
has sought to interpret the tiny lights, or has been
capable of selective breeding of both plant life
and animal life. Plant cultivation and breeding
has been estimated to have first appeared about
11,000 years ago. The intelligent and intentional
breeding of wolves into tame and friendly dogs
began about that same time, according to very
recent proposals. All of the major food sources in
use today, rice, wheat, corn, potatoes, etc. are the
result of this kind of very intelligent, patient
selective breeding and resultant genetic altera-
tion.

Other forms of life, called hominids—or
human-like animals—distinctively lack such
capabilities. But, how did this new, very recent,
very intelligent, reflective animal come into
being? Scientists, again, present no consensus.
Various pre-human forms of life—the hominids
and even the Neanderthals—had the opportunity
in what would appear to be far more than 11,000
years to develop. But nothing like computer chips
ever appeared in those lineages.

This introduces a Fourth Mystery, namely the
phenomenon of human culture, or civilization.
Neither computer chips nor the latest automo-
biles could have emerged from the work of an
intelligent but solitary individual. Many things
have happened only because a whole globe of
intelligent humans have worked in an awareness
of each other’s progress. Just as computers work-
ing in tandem have greater capacity, so humans
in advanced collaboration have done (and are
doing) otherwise “undoable” things.

A curious aspect of the phenomenon of civili-
zation is the fact that the so-called “archaic” civil-
izations (a la Toynbee) seem to appear without
background. The Egyptian Sphinx and pyramids
appeared in the earliest portion of Egyptian his-
tory. The Stonehenge circle in England was
apparently more sophisticated in an earlier con-
struction. The very sophisticated Sumerian soci-
ety from which Abraham came had been in
decline for 800 years; how it got started is a mys-
tery. The Teohuanacans who preceded the Inca
empire created more exquisite pottery. The
sudden appearance of these early advanced civili-
zations is, in fact, so mysterious a phenomenon
that some secular scholars have suggested that
they must have come already highly developed
from outer space. So much for that mystery.

Our final (Fifth) mystery is what the New Tes-

tament actually calls a mystery. It was not sup-
posed to have been a mystery down through
Jewish history, since it was made clear to Abra-
ham in Genesis 12:3. This mystery involved a rad-
ically different way of looking at things, which
was courteously or euphemistically called by
Paul a mystery instead of a blind spot. In Luke 24
we note that Jesus went further he bluntly stated
that his hearers ought to have understood what
they apparently did not—that a chosen people
was called to special service not just survival.

This radically different way of looking at
things allows us to see the appearance of human
beings as created for the specific purpose of
restoring creation by advancing God’s King-
dom—even though, through sin, human history
has become for the most part a story of human
self-aggrandizement rather than conquest of evil.
(Humans, unlike other animals, have more often
fought their own flesh and blood than principali-
ties and powers, the rulers of the darkness of this
earth.) This way of looking at things allows us to
recognize in the early pages of the Bible the ingre-
dients of the Great Commission in the call of
Abraham and his foretold involvement in the
redemption of all the peoples of the world.

Yet, the followers of Christ have to a great
extent fixated on how, personally, to get to
heaven. That has been an attractive emphasis, of
course. The Evangelicals have done a bit more
than that, in a sense, by setting aside a relatively
small part of their hearts, lives and resources to
assist others to get to heaven (especially those at
the ends of the earth) But the idea continues to be
that the advance of the Kingdom consists merely
of the rescue of humans not the restoration of a
corrupted creation and the defeat of the Evil One.

By corruption of creation we must recognize
genetic damage (not just “defects”) both before
and after conception, terribly hostile pathogens,
viruses, bacteria, parasites, wild animals for eons,
but now more recently, warlike and genocidal
humans as well.

Jesus death on the cross has been seen as a
tragedy essential to the rescue of humans and the
restoration of creation.

For most Evangelicals there is a massive “dis-
connect” here. We can clearly see a monstrous,
pervasive distortion in creation, but we don’t
realize how illogical it is to blame all that on God,
as some do, instead of attributing it to an intelli-
gent Evil One. A better explanation for the mas-
sive suffering in nature might be that many forms
of life at all levels of size and complexity,
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although earlier created benign, have been dis-
torted into vicious mutations by a skillful,
destructive tampering with their DNA by the Evil
One and his evil servants (whether human or
angelic).

But our disconnect blinds us to the theological
significance of the corruption of all creation. We
tend significantly to reduce our concerns to the
purely immaterial—the emotional and mental—
problems of humans. We let Jewish and secular
doctors tend to the problems of disease control.
They may at this point,unconsciously or con-
sciously be operating from a a more Biblical the-
ology undented, as ours is, by Augustine’s neo-
platonism.

The curious truth is that our tendency is not
only to allow God to be blamed for all appear-
ance of evil, but to resign ourselves to “not under-
standing God” when evil appears, thus excluding
the instrumentality of intelligent evil powers. As
a result our evangelism would seem to be drasti-
cally and unnecessarily enfeebled in so far as it
does not portray our God as opposing such
things, and enlisting us in fighting against them.

This ought not to be construed to be a pre-
sumption of human success in quelling all evil
but rather the alignment of human effort with
God’s purpose to defeat all evil. That kind of
alignment will more fully portray to an unbeliev-
ing world the true attributes of our God, and thus
forever remove a truly major barrier to belief—
namely, the artificial and unnecessary question of
why a good and all powerful God would sponsor
evil in nature and human affairs.

This, now, is merely the backdrop of what I
am calling “the final chapter.” Why final?
Because innumerable parameters indicate that
what is not happening on this planet cannot pro-
ceed much longer. We are driving sixty miles an
hour into a brick wall in regard to the rapid
exhaustion of fossil fuel. We now see what the
mere existence of too many people on this planet
can do to alter even global climatic conditions.

Our next four episodes will ask what has been
the brief, 4,000-year record of Kingdom advance,
that is, what is the record of events since the plan
of reconquest was given to Abraham—which is a
brief, 4,000-year story so complex that for most
people is simply meaningless.


